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Dear Readers,

Your attention is invited to a textbook intended for bachelors, masters, postgraduates, 
students of petroleum secondary schools, specialists in the fi eld of oil refi ning and 
petrochemicals, scientists working at universities and research institutes.

A textbook of this sort was published for the last time about 30 years ago, in 
1985, i.e., during the Soviet Era. Since then major changes in oil-refi ning technologies 
have occurred; the requirements to petroleum product quality and their environmental 
properties have been raised. Hydrogenation and thermal catalytic processes have been 
widely implemented, an oil conversion ratio has been rapidly increased, there have 
been a signifi cant growth in the fi eld of process automation, and the methods of refi n-
ery design have been changed.

This textbook fi lls in the resultant gap. It covers a wide range of problems re-
lated to oil refi ning. A wide range of modern basic processes for petroleum feedstock 
conversion is presented and set forth in Layman's terms; the emphasis is on effi cient 
technologies for processing oil residues.

The textbook gives suffi ciently complete characteristics of the modern oil con-
version processes. Particular attention was given to process fl ow diagrams of process 
units; modes and features of vessel operation were reviewed in detail; chemism and 
mechanisms of basic reactions are presented for every process. The textbook discuss-
es in detail the issues related to the use of modern catalysts and states the effect of 
changing the feedstock composition on the catalyst activity. The chapters dealing with 
the confi gurations of modern refi neries are of considerable interest. The detailed de-
scription of off-site facilities is especially noteworthy.

The reason for the relevancy of the textbook is that nowadays the RF Govern-
ment  has set a task to carry out the speedy modernization of the Russian oil-refi ning 
industry aimed at improving the petroleum product quality, in order to bring it up to 
the European norm requirements and drastically increase the oil conversion ratio.

I am certain that the publication of Chemistry and Technology of Oil Refi ning 
textbook by V. N. Kapustin and M. G. Rudin will be a signifi cant event in the higher 
school life.

S. N. Khadzhiev
Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Director
A. V. Topchiev Institute of Petrochemical Synthesis, Russian Academy of Sciences
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PREFACE

About 30 years elapsed since the Chemistry and Technology of Oil and Gas textbook 
intended for students of specialized secondary schools and prepared by V. N. Erikh, 
M. G. Rasina, and M. G. Rudin has been published (Edition 3, Leningrad, Khimiya 
Publishing, 1985).

In the past 25–30 years the global oil-refi ning industry has made rapid progress 
in improving the oil conversion ratio; new destructive processes have been developed; 
ecological requirements imposed on the petroleum product quality have been dramati-
cally tightened. Integrated oil-refi ning and petrochemical complexes with a capacity of 
more than 50 MTA have been built.

Oil production requires ever growing efforts year by year; the crude oil quality 
goes from bad to worse. At present, the oil refi ning plants have to process high-sulfur 
heavy oils with high content of metals and resinous-asphaltenic substances up to bi-
tuminous sands. In these circumstances new technologies and new approaches to oil 
refi ning are required.

There is a long overdue need to have available a textbook making a synthesis 
of new achievements in this sector, new notions and trends in its development. The 
authors of this textbook have kept a general structure of the preceding textbook sup-
plementing it in accordance with the up-to-date program for bachelors of higher edu-
cation institutions and students of petroleum secondary schools.

Recent data on oil and gas production have been added; a section related to the 
history and prospects of developing the oil refi ning industry has been extended. The 
latest technical regulations for petroleum products, standards and specifi cations have 
been taken into account. Up-to-date data on the crude distillation and equipment for 
atmospheric and vacuum distillation units have been presented. New physicochemical 
processes of oil conversion have been reviewed. Information on refi nery off-site facil-
ities has been presented in more detail.

This Chemistry and Technology of Oil Refi ning textbook is divided into four 
parts: Part I discusses the properties of oil and petroleum products and crude distil-
lation processes (Chapters 1 through 7); Part II presents physicochemical processes 
of petroleum and refi nery gas conversion (Chapters 8 through 11); Part III deals with 
lubricating material production (Chapters 12 through 14); Part IV describes off-site 
facilities (Chapters 15 and 16).

xv



PREFACE

The authors hope that the new textbook will be useful not only for students of 
secondary and higher education institutions but also for a wide range of skilled work-
ers and specialists of oil refi neries and petrochemicals plants.

In conclusion, the authors are grateful to the top management of Gubkin Rus-
sian State Oil and Gas Universit y (Prof. A. I. Vladimirov and Prof. M. G. Martynov), 
the staff of Oil Refi ning Technology Department of the same university, Prof. V. A. 
Khavkin, who took the trouble to review this textbook, for the valuable advice given 
during the preparation of this publication. The authors are grateful to D. Yu. Makhin 
for considerable contribution to the preparation of publication.

We will appreciate and thoroughly analyze any criticisms concerning the text-
book content.

V. M. Kapustin, M. G. Rudin
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last 100–150 years the oil has played an immense role in the life of mankind. 
First large-scale applications of petroleum products were the use of kerosene in cities 
and residential settlements for street lighting and of lubrication oils in the middle and 
at the end of the 19th century, then the use of gasoline and diesel fuel in motor en-
gines, kerosene in aviation, and fuel oil for heating households.

All these applications would have been impossible without skilled crude oil 
processing, without broad understanding of the chemical and fractional composition 
of oil, without a knowledge of the processes for oil fractionation and conversion of 
chemical composition of petroleum products.

All these matters are addressed in the oil refi ning technology studying the proper-
ties of oil and petroleum products, fractionation processes and subsequent changes in 
the fraction properties caused by physical and chemical effects. All refi nery processes 
are related to the oil refi ning technology. Oil chemistry explains chemical transforma-
tions of oil fractions in the course of processing.

Crude oil comes to a refi nery from oilfi elds and, fi rst of all, requires to be treated 
in desalting/dewatering units; subsequently, it is fractionated in atmospheric and vacu-
um distillation units.  Then, each of the cuts requires further treatment and processing. 
These processes run in secondary processing units (physical and chemical processing) 
and have a defi nitely stated sequence. In order to support operation of the process 
units, large off-site facilities are necessary, including power-generation systems, wa-
ter supply systems, tanks, wastewater treatment facilities, railroad loading/unloading 
racks, etc.

The structure of the proposed educational course is in compliance with the 
above-mentioned sequence. 
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PART I

PROPERTIES OF CRUDE OIL AND OIL PRODUCTS. 
CRUDE OIL DISTILLATION
In this part of the book we consider the current status of the Russian oil-refi ning in-
dustry and a brief history of oil and oil-refi ning process studies, describe the physi-
cochemical and colloidal-dispersion properties of oil, oil fractions, and residues, and 
present the characteristics of basic products. Particular attention is given to the meth-
ods of crude oil preparation to processing and straight-run distillation in atmospheric 
and vacuum distillation units. Process equipment, automation of processes, environ-
mental safety, and environmental protection issues are discussed.

CHAPTER 1

CRUDE OIL AND ITS ROLE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 

1.1  Crude Oil and Natural Hydrocarbon Gases
Crude oil (petroleum) is a liquid combustible mineral naturally occurring in the sedi-
mentary crust of the Earth. As for its composition, the petroleum is a complex mixture 
of hydrocarbons (alkanes, cycloalkanes, arenes) and compounds containing carbon, 
hydrogen, and such heteroatoms as oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur.

The petroleum is in appearance an oily liquid being iridescent in the light. Its 
color depends on the presence of resinous substances: dark (brown, almost black) and 
light petroleum kinds are known. The petroleum is lighter than water and almost wa-
ter-insoluble. The viscosity of petroleum depends on its composition; however, it is 
always higher than that of water. Petroleum heating value is higher than that of solid 
fossil fuels (coal, slate, and peat) and amounts to about 42 MJ/kg. The petroleum is 
not ash-forming as opposed to solid fossil fuels.

The term "naphtha" is said to be derived from a Persian word "nafata", which 
means "sweating out", "percolating". 

Theories of petroleum origin. The petroleum origin is one of the most compli-
cated issues of the modern science; the last word has not yet been said on this matter. 

1
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There are two theories of petroleum origin: biogenic (organic) and abiogenic (inor-
ganic). At present, a majority of geologists support a hypothesis stated that petroleum 
is formed from living matter; however, persuasive considerations, of both geological 
and chemical nature, could also be presented in favor of the abiogenic theory of pe-
troleum formation.

For the fi rst time the guess of petroleum formation as a result of exposure of 
a biogenic (organic) substance to elevated temperatures was expressed by M. V. Lo-
monosov back in 1763. His guess was confi rmed at the end of the 19th–the fi rst half 
of the 20th century in the course of chemical and geological researches conducted by 
German chemist K.-O. Engler and Russian scientists N. D. Zelinskiy and I. M. Gubkin.

According to the organic theory of origin, oil and gas are formed from an organic 
matter dispersed in sedimentary rocks. The basic organic material accumulating in the 
sedimentary rocks consists of dead debris of microfl ora and microfauna (plankton, 
benthos, etc.) developing in sea water supplemented with zoogenic and phytogenic 
remains.

The organic material buried in the upper layers of sedimentary rocks is exposed 
to oxygen and bacteria and decays forming gases (carbon dioxide, ammonia, nitrogen, 
methane, etc.) and water-soluble liquid products. The portion of the source material 
that is the most resistant to chemical and bacterial impact stays in sediment.

Subsiding to the mass of sedimentary rocks, these organic matters have been ex-
posed to elevated temperatures (120–150oС) and pressures (10 to 30 MPa) and to 
a catalytic impact of enclosing rocks (clays, as a rule) at a depth of 1.5 to 3.0 km 
and below for some million years. This is the stage when the organic matters, mainly 
lipids (fats, waxes, oils), are transformed into petroleum hydrocarbons as a result of 
thermal and catalytic thermal processes.

Since the source organic material is scattered, the products of material transfor-
mation (oil and gas) are also scattered initially in a source-bed rock (usually, clay 
rock). However, the oil and the gas, similar to the water, are capable of moving in the 
rock mass due to their mobility. Such movements are called migrations. The migration 
can occur as a result of the exposure to various factors: squeezing out or inrush due to 
rock pressure, gas diffusion, water drive, dissolution of liquid oil components in gases 
at a high pressure and subsequent movement in a form of vapor–gas mixture, fi ltration 
in the interstices of surrounding rocks in the presence of pressure difference, etc.

Primary and secondary migrations can be distinguished. As a result of the pri-
mary migration from a source-bed rock, oil and gas move into adjacent sandy and 
carbonaceous rocks. As a result of movement through high-porosity beds and due to 
the vertical migration occurring under the infl uence of gravity and tectonic factors, oil 
and gas are accumulated in the so-called traps, i.e., in such rock areas where migration 
is no longer possible.

Oil accumulations in traps are referred to as oil deposits. If the amount of oil (or 
gas) in the deposit is suffi ciently large and if some deposits are in the same rock bed 
structure, one may suggest the presence of an oil, oil and gas, or a gas fi eld.
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The modes of oil occurrence in rocks assume that the oil fi lls in the pores in the 
surrounding rocks. It is obvious that the higher the porosity factor of the rock, the 
more it is saturated with oil. Since clays practically have no pores, clay skin of the 
porous rocks reliably protects the deposit from further migration. Along with oil and 
gas, water nearly always is present in deposits.

As a rule, the majority of oil traps (deposits) lies at a signifi cant depth (900 to 
2300 m). Oil seepage is rather scarce, while there were Azerbaijani oil fi elds being 
close to the Earth surface where mud oil had been extracted for the fi rst time far back 
in the past.

The abiogenic oil origin hypothesis was suggested by D. I. Mendeleev in 1877. 
According to his hypothesis, petroleum hydrocarbons were formed as a result of the 
interaction of water with subterranean metal carbides.

Later, B. D. Sokolov proposed a "cosmic" hypothesis of an inorganic origin of 
oil, according to which the oil was formed from primary hydrocarbons of cosmic ori-
gin that hitted the Earth surface at the stage of formation of the Earth and other plan-
ets of the Solar system. This theory can be confi rmed by the presence of gaseous hy-
drocarbons and carbon atoms in comet tails and a widespread occurrence of hydrogen 
in the space. In 1960, N. A. Kudryavtsev proposed a hypothesis according to which 
the oil is formed in small amounts in the depth of the Earth, in magma, and then rises 
up along fractures and cracks fi lling porous sandstones.

Oil prospecting and exploration. A combination of geological, geophysical, and 
geochemical methods is used when prospecting for petroleum. The geological method 
involves studying the structure of sedimentary rocks by using open test pits and bores. 
As a result of drilling, structural maps are composed, indicating a composition, an 
age of rocks, and topographic features of the beds. Then, test boreholes are drilled to 
found oil or gas traps. If a deposit is found, exploratory drilling is carried out to estab-
lish dimensions of the petroliferous area and oil or gas reserves.

The geophysical methods are based on precise measurement of such phenomena 
and physical conditions as magnetic and gravimetric anomalies, electrical conductivity 
of the rocks, features of the propagation of seismic transients arising in the event of 
man-made explosions in shallow wells. Acoustic and radiometric methods are also 
applied in this fi eld. Combine use of geophysical and geological methods makes it 
possible to extend potential for studying rock structures, fi nding traps, determining a 
depth and a precise location of oil reservoirs.

Exploration and prospecting of oil fi elds are being carried out in various geo-
graphic regions of the world. In recent decades, intense exploration of subsea oil fi elds 
is being carried on, and fi rst of all, in the shelf area (in foreland settings).

Crude oil production. In order to recover oil from the deep below the Earth’s 
surface one needs to drill boreholes, mostly vertical; however, if required, deviated 
boreholes can be drilled in any direction. To break rocks, various drilling bits are 
used; they are composed of serrated cones that crush and scrap the rock rolling over 
it. Recently, diamond drill-bits gained widespread acceptance. The bit must rotate per-
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manently during operation, which can be achieved either by rotation of the whole 
drill-pipe system (rotary drilling) or by using a turbodrill or an electrodrill. When 
using a turbo- or an electrodrill, a multistage turbine or an electric motor go in the 
downhole together with the bit to drive it. Using turbodrills and electrodrills is the 
most advanced drilling method; at present, these drills are widely used in drilling oil 
and gas wells. To remove broken rocks from the well, a drilling fl uid is squeezed to 
the well through drill pipes. This drilling fl uid performs a number of important func-
tions: the rock is carried up from the well, drilling tool is cooled, skin is cemented, 
which prevents its damage and hinder water/oil/gas breakthrough. In turbine drilling 
the clay mud is a drive for the turbine and the bit. Advanced drilling methods permit 
one to achieve a depth of the wells of up to 6–7 km.

As the hole is being drilled, the drill pipes require extension. To simplify this 
extension procedure, every end of the drill pipe of 6 to 10 m in length is tapped. Apart 
from the drill pipes, the so-called casing of a large (up to 426 mm) diameter is used 
for well cementing. When the well reaches a pay-out bed, it is necessary to run an 
oil string into it; the oil string is provided at the top with a system including pipes, 
valves, and a nozzle to prevent from blowing. Such a system called an "Xmas tree" 
withstands a pressure of up to 25 MPa and over. Then the clay mud in the well is re-
placed with water and the well as though comes uncorked since its pressure drops. To 
bring the oil in the well, the casing should be shot with bullet or projectile perforators 
at the bed.

Oil and gas in the reservoir are exposed to a pressure of the produced water and 
gas and the elasticity of compacted rocks. As the oil is extracted, the reservoir pres-
sure is reduced; to maintain pressure one can pump the water outside the limits of the 
fi eld (peripheral water-fl ooding) or inject the gas using compressors. There are three 
main methods of oil production: fl ush, gas lift, and bottom-hole extraction. The fl ush 
method is used when the oil reservoir pressure is high and the oil enters surface traps 
and "stock tanks" from deep in the earth under its own pressure. When the reservoir 
pressure is low, the gas lift (compressor) method is used. Natural gas under pressure 
of 5 MPa is injected to the well through an annular conductive passage; the gas is 
mixed with the crude oil at the face of borehole. The crude oil becomes lighter, which 
facilitates its entry into a fl ow string. When deep wells are in operation and a pres-
sure drop across the bed is high, the bottom-hole extraction method is used. Positive 
displacement pumps connected with a rod string to a beam pumping unit are landed 
in the well. The beam pumping unit is driven by an electric motor and a pump piston 
performs a reciprocating motion. The pump operates permanently, and the oil is grad-
ually pumped out to the surface. Recently, submersible centrifugal electrically driven 
pumps have been widely used in producing oil. Current technologies are capable of 
extracting no more than 50% of the oil contained in the oil reservoirs. Looking for 
methods permitting to increase the reservoir oil recovery rate is under way. Methods 
of thermal treatment of formations and chemical injection of surfactants allowing one 
to increase the oil production rate have been implemented.
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Global oil reserves. Major oil fi elds. According to current estimates, global prov-
en reserves of oil are 140 billion tons; prognostic reserves are 250 to 270 billion tons. 
Oil fi elds are situated in various regions of the world; however, their distribution over 
countries and regions is extremely uneven. The largest oil fi elds are situated in Russia, 
Arab countries of the Middle East (Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, Iraq), Northern and 
Western Africa (Algeria, Libya, Nigeria), Iran, Indonesia, countries of Northern and 
South America (USA, Canada, Venezuela, Mexico). In the past 10 to 15 years, some 
republics of the Former Soviet Union joined the ranks of leading oil-producing coun-
tries, namely, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan. For instance, oil production 
in Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan increased threefold for the period from 1995 till 2011.

About 94% of oil is produced at the major oil fi elds amounting to 5% of the total 
number of oil fi elds. There are more than 40,000 oil and gas fi elds in the world. The 
largest oil fi elds are the Ghawar fi eld (initial oil reserves of 13 billion tons), Safania 
(5 billion tons), and Shuaba (Saudi Arabia), Burgan (10 billion tons) in Kuwait, Sa-
motlor (Western Siberia, Russia), Zakum (UAE), Kirkuk and Rumeila (Iraq), Mara-
caibo (Venezuela), Cantarell and Cinotepec (Mexico), Gachsaran and Marun (Iran), 
Dagjin (China), Prudhoe Bay (USA), Tengiz and Kashagan (Kazakhstan).

The commercial oil production started in the middle of the 19th century. By 
1900, the oil production was already about 20 million tons and over 500 million tons 
by 1950. At present, about 4.5 billion tons of oil are produced in the world every year. 
The data on the oil production (MTA) by major oil producing countries as of 2013 
(according to BP Statistical Review of World Energy, 2014) are given below.

Saudi Arabia 542.3
Russia 531.4
USA 446.2
China 208.1
Canada 193.0
Iran 166.1
Mexico 145.6
United Arab Emirates (UAE) 165.7
Iraq 153.2
Kuwait 151.3
Mexico 145.6
Venezuela 121.6
Nigeria 105.7
Brazil 99.7
Qatar 91.8
Norway 90.0 
Angola 90.0
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The oil-producing states have established an international intergovernmental or-
ganization of petroleum exporting countries (OPEC). OPEC is made up of 12 Mem-
ber Countries: Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, Qatar, Libya, United Arab 
Emirates, Algeria, Nigeria, Ecuador, and Angola. OPEC is headquartered in Vienna. 
In 2015, average daily oil production in OPEC countries amounted to 33.4 million 
barrels, i.e., about 1665 million tons per year. Non-OPEC countries produce about 
3 billion tons per year.

Oil reserves and major oil fi elds in Russia. On the territory of Russia the oil is 
produced in well-known oil-bearing areas (Dagestan, Ukhta) and the production fi elds 
of Ural and Volga regions found in 1940 through 1950 (Bashkortostan, Tatarstan, Kuib-
yshev, Volgograd, and Saratov regions). Over two-thirds of the oil is now produced in 
the West-Siberian oil-gas-bearing regions where more than 80 oil fi elds were discovered. 
In recent 20 years, the oil began to be produced at newly discovered oil fi elds of the Ti-
man-Pechora oil-gas-bearing province situated in the North European part of Russia, oil 
fi elds on the Sakhalin Island shelf, and in the Eastern Siberia.

The most known Russian oil fi elds are Romashkinskoye, Tuymazinskoye, and 
Arlanskoye in the Volga-Ural petroleum district, Samotlorskoye, Ust-Balykskoye, Pri-
obskoye, and Surgutskoye in the Western Siberia, Kharyaginskoye and Yuzhno-Kh-
ilchuyskoye in the Timan-Pechora Province. The dynamics of oil extraction in Russia 
is presented below (million tons):

1996 302.9 
2000 323.3
2005 470.0
2013 531.4

The petroleum is extremely important for the modern world. All sorts of liquid 
fuels (gasoline, kerosene, diesel fuel, and fuel oil), lubricating and special oils, techni-
cal carbon (soot), bitumen, petroleum coke, and other fi nished products are produced 
from crude oil. Light alkanes and alkenes, individual arenes, liquid and solid waxes 
produced as a result of crude oil processing are a valuable feedstock for further con-
version (petrochemical synthesis). Using the petrochemical synthesis, one can produce 
resins and rubber, plastics and detergents, individual organic acids and alcohols.

Oil refi ning. Basic data. Oil-processing plants are situated on all the continents 
(save Antarctica); over 770 oil refi neries are in operation in more than 109 countries. 
Ten countries with the largest oil-refi ning capacities are listed below:

Country Total refining capacity, MTA
USA 830
China 340
Russia 271
Japan 234
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India 171
Canada 166
South Korea 135
Germany 123
France 120
Italy 102

The capacity of individual oil refi neries varies from 50 thousand tons per year up 
to 55 MTA (Reliance's complex in Gujarat, India). The data on ten oil refi neries with 
the largest capacity are given below:

Refinery Town, Country Capacity, 
MTA

Reliance Jamnagar Complex Jamnagar, Gudjarat, India 55.0
Paraguana Refining Amuay and Cardon, Venezuela 47.0
SK Energy Ulsan Ulsan, South Korea 40.9
Caltex Yeosu Yeosu, South Korea 34.0
ExxonMobil Yurong Island Singapore 30.2
ExxonMobil Baytown Baytown, Texas, USA 28.6
Saudi Aramco Ras Tanura Saudi Aramco Ras Tanura, Saudi Arabia 27.5
C-oil Ulsan Ulsan, South Korea 26.0
ExxonMobil Baton Rouge Baton Rouge, Louisiana, USA 25.0
Hovensa Virgin Islands 24.9

The largest Russian oil refi nery is the Angarsk Refi nery owned by the NK Ros-
neft OJSC (19.2 MTA).

Oil refi neries are owned by both leading global oil companies engaged in oil 
production, oil refi ning, and petroleum product supply (ExxonMobil, Shell, Chevron, 
ConocoPhillips (USA), British Petroleum (Great Britain), Total (France), Agip (Ita-
ly), Sinopec (China), Petrobraz (Brasil), Indian Oil (India), Russian companies Ros-
neft and Lukoil, etc.) and companies focused mainly on oil refi ning (Valero Energy 
(USA)).

Natural hydrocarbon gas is a gaseous mineral consisting primarily of methane, 
ethane, propane, and butane. Natural hydrocarbon gas fi elds are classifi ed into:

• gas fi elds, where gas accumulation is not associated with other fossil minerals;
• gas and oil fi elds, where gaseous hydrocarbons are dissolved in the oil or 

located above the oil in a form of so-called gas cap;
• gas-condensate fi elds, where gas is enriched in liquid hydrocarbons.
Over 90% of the total gas reserves of Russia are not associated with the oil, i.e., 

natural gas fi elds are separated in space from oil fi elds.
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The formation of gas-condensate fi elds is explained by oil solubility in gases at 
the high pressure existing in deep formations. Special gravity of gases (ethane, pro-
pane) at supercritical temperature and pressure of about 75 MPa and over exceeds the 
special gravity of liquid hydrocarbons, so the latter can be dissolved in a compressed 
gas. In the course of the development of such fi elds the pressure reduces and liquid 
hydrocarbons are separated from the gas in the form of a gas condensate.

The natural hydrocarbon gas is extracted from the Earth through a well network. 
A fl ush production method is used: it is suffi ce to open a well drilled in a gas-bearing 
stratum and a gas will escape to the Earth surface. Since in the event of a free gas out-
fl ow the formation energy is used ineffi ciently and a well damage is possible, the gas 
fl ow rate is limited by local necking on a casing head top. Gas deposit development 
lasts for 15 to 20 years; up to 90% of the reserves are extracted.

Proved gas reserves amount to about 150 trillion m3. The largest natural fi elds 
are situated in Algeria (Hassi-R'mel), USA (Panhandle-Hugoton), Iran (Pazanum), 
Turkmenistan. Russia possesses large natural gas resources; the largest gas fi elds 
are Urengoyskoye, Zapolyarnoye, Yamburgskoye, and Medvezhye in the Western 
Siberia, gas-condensate fi elds are developed in Orenburg and Astrakhan regions, 
and Western Siberia (Urengoy). Currently, the global natural gas production exceeds 
2.8 trillion m3 annually. The data on the gas production by major gas-producing coun-
tries in 2013 (according to BP Statistical Review of World Energy, 2014) are given be-
low):

Country Gas production, billion m3

USA 687.6
Russia 604.8
Canada 154.8
Iran 166.6
Qatar 158.5
Norway 108.7
China 117.1
Saudi Arabia 103.0
Algeria 78.6

The dynamics of natural gas production in Russia is shown below (billion m3):

1992 582.8 
1996 543.5 
2008 601.7
2013 604.8

However, the use of natural gas is connected with some diffi culties since its stor-
age and transportation are complicated due to a low specifi c gravity of the gas.
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In the last decade, an industry for liquefi ed natural gas (LNG) production, trans-
portation, and regasifi cation has been created in mass consumption regions. LNG pro-
duction plants are being built near gas fi elds at the seaside; LNG is transported to 
consumers in refrigerated supertankers.

The natural gas is widely used as a fuel for power stations and in various indus-
tries, for producing constructional materials and for public living needs. Plants for 
producing ammonia, methyl alcohol, acetylene, ethylene and propylene, acetaldehyde, 
acetic acid, etc. have been built on a basis of the natural gas.

The gas dissolved in the oil and released upon exposure is called associated gas. 
The composition of the oil-associated gas differs from the natural gas composition by 
a signifi cant content of ethane, propane, butanes, and С5+ (up to 50% in total). It was 
named wet or rich gas. A light liquid product — natural-gas gasoline, a compressed 
(liquefi ed) gas, and a mixture of methane and ethane called a dry gas are produced 
based on the oil-associated gas.

The problem of effi cient use of the oil-associated gas remains unresolved in Rus-
sia due to a lack of suffi cient amount of facilities designed for processing the oil-as-
sociated gas — natural gas plants (gas plants). Vast amounts of the oil-associated gas 
are still fl ared at oil production areas.

Nonconventional sources of natural gas. In recent years, there has been an in-
creasing interest in nonconventional sources of hydrocarbon gas: shale gas, coal-bed 
methane, tight sand gas, gas-hydrate gas. Development of nonconventional sources 
of the natural gas depends mainly on an effi ciency of gas production technologies. 
In addition, the interest in nonconventional gas sources has a direct relationship to 
gas prices; nonconventional gas production becomes cost-effective provided that gas 
prices grow. It is considered that the gas production becomes cost-effective at the gas 
price of USD 250 to 300 per thousand cubic meters.

Shale gas. Shale is a rock featuring by a parallel (layered) arrangement of miner-
als which form the rock and an ability to split into very thin, platy layers. The fact that 
there is gas in the shale with a high organic content was known from the beginning of 
the 19th century since the fi rst gas well was drilled in shale strata in the USA as early 
as in 1821. However, commercial production of the shale gas was complicated from 
the technical viewpoint and cannot be cost-effective till the end of the 20th century. In 
the 90s of the 20th century, American companies decided to return to an idea of gas 
extraction directly from the shale beds. It was proposed to use three technologies to 
produce shale gas: horizontal drilling, reservoir fracturing, and advances seismic mod-
eling. Although the shale gas content is small (0.2 to 3.2 billion m3/km2), it is possible 
to produce a signifi cant amount of the gas due to the reservoir penetration over large 
areas.

The fi rst horizontal well for the shale gas production was drilled in Texas in 
2002. The shale gas output was running up and achieved 51.7 billion m3 (about 8% 
of total gas output in the country) by 2009. In subsequent years, the intense growth of 
the output continued and, as fast as for 3 years (2008 through 2010), the shale gas oc-
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cupied a USA market share of 25% replacing imported LNG and permitting the USA 
to come out on a top position among the world’s gas producers.

Also, other countries of the world begin to produce the shale gas. The global 
shale gas reserves amount to 200 trillion m3 while the USA’s proved gas reserves are 
estimated to be 24 trillion m3 (technically recoverable reserves amount to 3.6 tril-
lion m3). Aside from the USA, Russia, China, and Australia have the greatest reserves 
of the shale gas. As to Europe, Poland has up to 40% of total shale gas resources. 
The Netherlands, France, Sweden, and other European countries also have gas-bearing 
shale reserves.

At the same time, some specialists make a point that we should not be overop-
timistic in respect of the shale gas since it might not be up to the expectations. In 
particular, there is an opinion that the shale gas production is too expensive and dan-
gerous for the environment.

Coal-bed methane. Coalmine methane can be found in coal-bearing strata; it is 
formed as a result of biochemical and physical processes in the course of transforma-
tion of vegetable substances into coal. The coal-bed methane is an effective fuel which 
is cleaner than coal; it can be produced both independently and as an associated prod-
uct being a result of mine degassing. Shallow wells (about 100 m in depth) are drilled 
to produce the coal-bed methane; hydrofracturing technology is used to enhance gas 
recovery.

Global coal-bed methane reserves exceed the natural gas reserves and are estimated 
to be 260 trillion m3. The most signifi cant reserves are concentrated in China, Rus-
sia, USA, Australia, Republic of South Africa, India, Poland, Germany, Great Britain, 
and Ukraine. The methane is already produced in vast amounts in the USA, where a 
whole industry has been established to extract coal-bed methane. For recent 10 years, 
the coal-bed methane extraction from special wells increased up to 60 billion m3/year. 
Recently, intense works on the methane extraction started in Australia, China, Poland, 
Germany, and Great Britain. It is supposed that this line will steadily evolve and by 
2020 the global coal-bed methane output will reach 100 to 150 billion m3/year. In 
the longer term, the commercial production of coalmine methane can reach 470 to 
600 billion m3/year, i.e., 15 to 20% of the global natural gas production.

Prognostic reserves of coal-bed methane in Russia are comparable to those of 
conventional natural gas fi elds and estimated to be 49 trillion m3, which permits the 
production of 100 to 120 billion m3/year, taking into account east and north-east ba-
sins. Within the territory of Russia, the coal beds having the largest gas content are sit-
uated in the Vorkutinskoye fi eld and Kuznetskiy basin. In spite of obvious prospects, 
the coalmine methane receives little use as a power-generating fuel in Russia; current-
ly, utilization of the mine degassing gas amounts to 5 to 10% of the total gas volume.

1.2  Historical Overview
Emergence of oil-refi ning industry. As far back as several thousand years ago hu-
mans got to know crude petroleum and natural burning gas. Manuscripts by Herodo-
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